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CATALYST (STAR WARS)
A ROGUE ONE NOVEL
Del Rey Books NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER * Lauded Star Wars author James Luceno returns to pen an intense tale of ambition and betrayal that sets the stage for Rogue One: A Star Wars Story. War is
tearing the galaxy apart. For years the Republic and the Separatists have battled across the stars, each building more and more deadly technology in an attempt to win the war. As a member of Chancellor
Palpatine's top secret Death Star project, Orson Krennic is determined to develop a superweapon before the Republic's enemies can. And an old friend of Krennic's, the brilliant scientist Galen Erso, could
be the key. Galen's energy-focused research has captured the attention of both Krennic and his foes, making the scientist a crucial pawn in the galactic conﬂict. But after Krennic rescues Galen, his wife,
Lyra, and their young daughter, Jyn, from Separatist kidnappers, the Erso family is deeply in Krennic's debt. Krennic then oﬀers Galen an extraordinary opportunity: to continue his scientiﬁc studies with
every resource put utterly at his disposal. While Galen and Lyra believe that his energy research will be used purely in altruistic ways, Krennic has other plans that will ﬁnally make the Death Star a reality.
Trapped in their benefactor's tightening grasp, the Ersos must untangle Krennic's web of deception to save themselves and the galaxy itself.

CATALYST (STAR WARS)
A ROGUE ONE NOVEL
Del Rey NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Lauded Star Wars author James Luceno returns to pen an intense tale of ambition and betrayal that sets the stage for Rogue One: A Star Wars Story. War is tearing
the galaxy apart. For years the Republic and the Separatists have battled across the stars, each building more and more deadly technology in an attempt to win the war. As a member of Chancellor
Palpatine’s top secret Death Star project, Orson Krennic is determined to develop a superweapon before the Republic’s enemies can. And an old friend of Krennic’s, the brilliant scientist Galen Erso, could
be the key. Galen’s energy-focused research has captured the attention of both Krennic and his foes, making the scientist a crucial pawn in the galactic conﬂict. But after Krennic rescues Galen, his wife,
Lyra, and their young daughter, Jyn, from Separatist kidnappers, the Erso family is deeply in Krennic’s debt. Krennic then oﬀers Galen an extraordinary opportunity: to continue his scientiﬁc studies with
every resource put utterly at his disposal. While Galen and Lyra believe that his energy research will be used purely in altruistic ways, Krennic has other plans that will ﬁnally make the Death Star a reality.
Trapped in their benefactor’s tightening grasp, the Ersos must untangle Krennic’s web of deception to save themselves and the galaxy itself.

CATALYST (STAR WARS)
A ROGUE ONE STORY
Del Rey Books The must-have prequel novel to Rogue One: A Star Wars Story--the upcoming ﬁlm, set before the events of Star Wars: A New Hope, that reveals the untold story of the rebel eﬀort to steal
the plans to the Death Star!
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CATALYST
A ROGUE ONE STORY
Random House Lauded Star Wars author James Luceno returns to pen an intense tale of ambition and betrayal that sets the stage for Rogue One: A Star Wars Story. War is tearing the galaxy apart. For
years the Republic and the Separatists have battled across the stars, each building more and more deadly technology in an attempt to win the war. As a member of Chancellor Palpatine's top secret Death
Star project, Orson Krennic is determined to develop a superweapon before their enemies can. And an old friend of Krennic's, the brilliant scientist Galen Erso, could be the key. Galen's energy-focused
research has captured the attention of both Krennic and his foes, making the scientist a crucial pawn in the galactic conﬂict. But after Krennic rescues Galen, his wife, Lyra, and their young daughter, Jyn,
from Separatist kidnappers, the Erso family is deeply in Krennic's debt. Krennic then oﬀers Galen an extraordinary opportunity: to continue his scientiﬁc studies with every resource put utterly at his
disposal. While Galen and Lyra believe that his energy research will be used purely in altruistic ways, Krennic has other plans that will ﬁnally make the Death Star a reality. Trapped in their benefactor's
tightening grasp, the Ersos must untangle Krennic's web of deception to save themselves and the galaxy itself.

STAR WARS: CATALYST
A ROGUE ONE NOVEL
Random House Lauded Star Wars author James Luceno returns to pen an intense tale of ambition and betrayal that sets the stage for Rogue One: A Star Wars Story. War is tearing the galaxy apart. For
years the Republic and the Separatists have battled across the stars, each building more and more deadly technology in an attempt to win the war. As a member of Chancellor Palpatine’s top secret Death
Star project, Orson Krennic is determined to develop a superweapon before their enemies can. And an old friend of Krennic’s, the brilliant scientist Galen Erso, could be the key. Galen’s energy-focused
research has captured the attention of both Krennic and his foes, making the scientist a crucial pawn in the galactic conﬂict. But after Krennic rescues Galen, his wife, Lyra, and their young daughter, Jyn,
from Separatist kidnappers, the Erso family is deeply in Krennic’s debt. Krennic then oﬀers Galen an extraordinary opportunity: to continue his scientiﬁc studies with every resource put utterly at his
disposal. While Galen and Lyra believe that his energy research will be used purely in altruistic ways, Krennic has other plans that will ﬁnally make the Death Star a reality. Trapped in their benefactor’s
tightening grasp, the Ersos must untangle Krennic’s web of deception to save themselves and the galaxy itself.

ROGUE ONE: A STAR WARS STORY
Del Rey NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Go beyond the ﬁlm with a novelization featuring new scenes and expanded material. As the shadows of the Empire loom ever larger across the galaxy, so do
deeply troubling rumors. The Rebellion has learned of a sinister Imperial plot to bring entire worlds to their knees. Deep in Empire-dominated space, a machine of unimaginable destructive power is
nearing completion. A weapon too terrifying to contemplate . . . and a threat that may be too great to overcome. If the worlds at the Empire’s mercy stand any chance, it lies with an unlikely band of allies:
Jyn Erso, a resourceful young woman seeking vengeance; Cassian Andor, a war-weary rebel commander; Bodhi Rook, a defector from the Empire’s military; Chirrut Îmwe, a blind holy man and his crackshot companion, Baze Malbus; and K-2SO, a deadly Imperial droid turned against its former masters. In their hands rests the new hope that could turn the tide toward a crucial Rebellion victory—if only
they can capture the plans to the Empire’s new weapon. But even as they race toward their dangerous goal, the specter of their ultimate enemy—a monstrous world unto itself—darkens the skies. Waiting
to herald the Empire’s brutal reign with a burst of annihilation worthy of its dreaded name: Death Star. Praise for Rogue One: A Star Wars Story “One of the best movie adaptations yet.”—Cinelinx “Rogue
One bridged characters and elements of the prequels and original Star Wars trilogy in a visually stunning ride, but there are even more rich details hiding in the ﬁlm’s novelization, [which] reveals and
expands with inner monologues and character insights, political knots, and nuance.”—The Daily Dot “Rogue One: A Star Wars Story novelization deepens a tale of hope. . . . [Jyn Erso] proves to be even
more fascinating here than she was in the movie.”—New York Daily News

CATALYST
Turtleback Books Prequel novel to the Rogue One: A Star Wars Story that reveals the untold story of the rebel eﬀort to steal the plans to the Death Star.

STAR WARS: REBEL RISING
Disney Electronic Content New York Times bestselling author Beth Revis brings to life the early adventures and heartbreaks of the heroine of the smash hit movie Rogue One: A Star Wars Story. When Jyn
Erso was ﬁve years old, her mother was murdered and her father taken from her to serve the Empire. But despite the loss of her parents she is not completely alone—Saw Gerrera, a man willing to go to
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any extremes necessary in order to resist Imperial tyranny, takes her in as his own, and gives her not only a home but all the abilities and resources she needs to become a rebel herself. Jyn dedicates
herself to the cause—and the man. But ﬁghting alongside Saw and his people brings with it danger and the question of just how far Jyn is willing to go as one of Saw's soldiers. When she faces an
unthinkable betrayal that shatters her world, Jyn will have to pull the pieces of herself back together and ﬁgure out what she truly believes in...and who she can really trust.

STAR WARS: GUARDIANS OF THE WHILLS
Disney Electronic Content An exciting adventure about two of the brave heroes from the smash hit movie Rogue One: A Star Wars Story! On the desert world of Jedha, in the Holy City, friends Baze and
Chirrut used to be Guardians of the Whills, who looked after the Kyber Temple and the devoted pilgrims who worshipped there. Then the Empire came and took over the planet. The temple was destroyed
and the people scattered. Now Baze and Chirrut do what they can to resist the Empire and protect the people of Jedha, but it never seems to be enough. Then a man named Saw Gerrera arrives, with a
militia of his own and grand plans to take down the Empire. It seems like the perfect way for Baze and Chirrut to make a real diﬀerence and help the people of Jedha live better lives. But will it come at too
great a cost?

DARTH VADER AND SON
Chronicle Books What if Darth Vader took an active role in raising his son? What if "Luke, I am your father" was just a stern admonishment from an annoyed dad? In this hilarious and sweet comic
reimagining, Darth Vader is a dad like any other—except with all the baggage of being the Dark Lord of the Sith. Celebrated artist Jeﬀrey Brown's delightful illustrations give classic Star Wars® moments a
fresh twist, presenting the trials and joys of parenting through the lens of a galaxy far, far away. Life lessons include lightsaber batting practice, using the Force to raid the cookie jar, Take Your Child to
Work Day on the Death Star ("Er, he looks just like you, Lord Vader!"), and the special bond shared between any father and son. Plus, this is the ﬁxed-format version, which looks almost identical to the
print edition.

MILLENNIUM FALCON: STAR WARS LEGENDS
Del Rey Two years have passed since Jacen Solo, seduced by the dark side and reanointed as the brutal Sith Lord Darth Caedus, died at the hands of his twin sister, Jaina, Sword of the Jedi. For a grieving
Han and Leia, the shadow of their son’s tragic downfall still looms large. But Jacen’s own bright and loving daughter, Allana, oﬀers a ray of hope for the future as she thrives in her grandparents’ care. And
when the eager, inquisitive girl, in whom the Force grows ever stronger, makes a curious discovery aboard her grandfather’s beloved spacecraft–the much-overhauled but ever-dependable Millennium
Falcon–the Solo family ﬁnds itself at a new turning point, about to set out on an odyssey into uncertain territory, untold adventure, and unexpected rewards. To Han, who knows every bolt, weld, and
sensor of the Falcon as if they were parts of himself, the strange device Allana shows him is utterly alien. But its confounding presence–and Allana’s infectious desire to unravel its mystery–are impossible
to dismiss. The only answer lies in backtracking into the past on a fact-ﬁnding expedition to retrace the people, places, and events in the checkered history of the vessel that’s done everything from
making the Kessel Run “in less than twelve parsecs” to helping topple an evil empire. From the moment the Falcon broke loose from a Corellian assembly line like an untamed creature with a will of its
own, it seemed destined to seek out trouble. It wasn’t long before the feisty YT-1300 freighter went from shuttling cargo to smuggling contraband. But it‘s a fateful rendezvous on Coruscant, at the
explosive height of the Republic/Separatist uprising, that launches a galaxywide cat-and-mouse game whose newest players are Han, Leia, Allana, and C-3PO. And they’ re not alone: Crime lords, galactic
pirates, rogue politicians, and fortune hunters alike loom at every turn of the quest–each with his or her own desperate stake in the Millennium Falcon’s most momentous mission. Through the years and
across the stars, from the Rim worlds to unknown points beyond, the race will lead them all to a ﬁnal standoﬀ for a prize some will risk everything to ﬁnd–and pay any cost to possess. Features a bonus
section following the novel that includes a primer on the Star Wars expanded universe, and over half a dozen excerpts from some of the most popular Star Wars books of the last thirty years!

STAR WARS
(CANCELLED)
Marvel

DARTH VADER AND FRIENDS
Chronicle Books In this funny and sweet new book in the bestselling Darth Vader™ series, Eisner Award–winning author Jeﬀrey Brown oﬀers an intimate look at the friendships between best pals in the Star
Wars universe, from Darth Vader and the Emperor to Leia and her Ewok pals, Han and Chewie, C-3PO and R2-D2, the bounty hunters, and other favorite characters. Jealousy, birthday parties, lightsaber
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battles, sharing, intergalactic rebellion and more all come into play as Brown's charming illustrations and humor irresistibly combine the adventures of our friends in a galaxy far, far away with everyday
events closer to home. © and TM Lucasﬁlm Ltd. Used Under Authorization

DARK DISCIPLE
Lucas Books -The only way to bring down the Sith's most dangerous warrior may be to join forces with the dark side---Page 4 of cover.

MAKING ROGUE ONE: A STAR WARS STORY
A BEHIND-THE-SCENES PHOTO JOURNAL
Harry N. Abrams Rogue One marks not just the origination of a new Star Wars story, but an entirely new approach to Star Wars storytelling--breaking away from the Skywalker saga and exploring new
heroes, new tales, and new corners of the iconic "galaxy far, far away." Featuring personal recollections and anecdotes from designers, creators, cast, and crew, at all stages of production--as well as
concept art and behind‐the‐scenes photos--this book oﬀers an immersive look at Rogue One'journey to the screen. From the early decision to spin stories separate from the iconic Skywalker episodes and
the hiring of visionary director Gareth Edwards, to the triumphs and challenges of principal photography and the exciting innovations of Industrial Light & Magic' post‐production, Rogue One Dispatches is
the comprehensive oral history of this new ﬁlm' production. The ﬁlm is slated to release on December 16, 2016.

ROGUE ONE BOOK AND MODEL
MAKE YOUR OWN U-WING
Press out the pieces to build your own model of the brand new ship from Star Wars: Rogue One. Comes with mini book full of facts about the ships and characters from the new movie. Set before Star
Wars: A New Hope, Rogue One follows a rag-tag group of rebel commandos who must steal the plans to the Empire's new superweapon, the Death Star. This standalone story transports fans to unseen
corners of the Star Wars universe and strange new planets not to mention an encounter with a familiar adversary, Darth Vader. Have you collected all the Star Wars: Rogue One books? Star Wars Rogue
One Book and Model: Make Your Own U-wing Star Wars Rogue One: Art of Colouring Star Wars Rogue One: Mission Files Star Wars Rogue One: Proﬁles and Poster Book

STAR WARS ROGUE ONE: MISSION FILES
Top-secret ﬁles about the characters from the new movie, Star Wars: Rogue One, including in-depth proﬁles, mission brieﬁngs, and more. Set before Star Wars: A New Hope, Rogue One follows a rag-tag
group of rebel commandos who must steal the plans to the Empire's new superweapon, the Death Star. This standalone story transports fans to unseen corners of the Star Wars universe and strange new
planets not to mention an encounter with a familiar adversary, Darth Vader. Have you collected all the Star Wars: Rogue One books? Star Wars Rogue One Book and Model: Make Your Own U-wing Star
Wars Rogue One: Art of Colouring Star Wars Rogue One: Mission Files Star Wars Rogue One: Proﬁles and Poster Book

STAR WARS ROGUE ONE THE ULTIMATE VISUAL GUIDE
"The essential, comprehensive guide to Rogue One- A Star Wars Story. Star Wars Rogue One Ultimate Visual Guideis an exciting reference format that accompanies the eagerly anticipated, ﬁrst-ever
standalone Star Wars movie- Rogue One. This beautifully detailed Star Warsbook features in-depth character proﬁles, plus 6 newly commissioned and fully annotated cross-sections of vehicles and
mapped-out locations. With clear and authoritative text, Star Wars Rogue One Ultimate Visual Guideis packed with essential information - and presented alongside stunning stills from the movie. & TM
2016 LUCASFILM LTD."

TRADING IN DANGER
Vatta's War Thrown out of the Space Academy in disgrace, Ky Vatta, the daughter of a leading interstellar trading dynasty, is given the chance to redeem herself by captaining one of Vatta's oldest ships
on its voyage to the scrapyards, but her journey takes on unexpected challenges when she ﬁnds herself and her crew trapped in the middle of a colonial war, in the ﬁrst volume in a new military science
ﬁction series. Reprint.
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THE RISE OF THE EMPIRE: STAR WARS
FEATURING THE NOVELS STAR WARS: TARKIN, STAR WARS: A NEW DAWN, AND 3 ALL-NEW SHORT STORIES
Del Rey Witness the rise of the Empire with these two thrilling Star Wars novels—plus exclusive short stories by Melissa Scott, John Jackson Miller, and Jason Fry! TARKIN “Compelling . . . The villains of Star
Wars are as much fun as the good guys.”—New York Daily News Under Governor Wilhuﬀ Tarkin’s guidance, an ultimate weapon of unparalleled destruction—the so-called Death Star—moves ever closer to
becoming a terrifying reality. Until then, insurgency remains a genuine threat. Guerrilla attacks by an elusive band of freedom ﬁghters must be countered with swift and brutal action—a mission the
Emperor entrusts to his most formidable agents: Darth Vader, the fearsome new Sith enforcer, and Tarkin, whose tactical cunning and cold-blooded eﬃciency will pave the way for the Empire’s
supremacy—and its enemies’ extinction. A NEW DAWN Foreword by Dave Filoni “A story with pacing and dialogue that feels like classic Star Wars.”—Nerdist Ever since the Jedi were marked for death,
Kanan Jarrus has devoted himself to staying alive rather than serving the Force. So when he discovers a conﬂict brewing between Imperial forces and desperate revolutionaries, he’s not about to get
caught in the crossﬁre. Then the brutal death of a friend forces him to choose between bowing down to fear or standing up to ﬁght. But Jarrus won’t be ﬁghting alone. Soon he is joined by Hera Syndulla—a
mysterious agent provocateur with motives of her own—in challenging the Empire for the sake of a world and its people.

STAR WARS ROGUE ONE REBEL DOSSIER
Disney Lucasﬁlm Press A Rebel Dossier for Rogue One.

ROGUE ONE YA CHARACTER NOVEL
When Jyn Erso is eight years old, her mother is murdered and her father taken from her to serve the Empire. Saw Gerrera, a man willing to go to any extremes necessary in order to resist Imperial tyranny,
takes her in as his own. But ﬁghting alongside Saw brings danger -- and the question of just how far Jyn is willing to go. When she faces an unthinkable betrayal that shatters her world, Jyn will have to
decide what she truly believes in ... and who she can really trust. New York Times bestselling author Beth Revis brings to life the early adventures and heartbreaks of the heroine of the smash hit movie
Rogue One: A Star Wars Story. Set before Star Wars: A New Hope, Rogue One follows a rag-tag group of rebel commandos who must steal the plans to the Empire's new superweapon, the Death Star. This
standalone story transports fans to unseen corners of the Star Wars universe and strange new planets not to mention an encounter with a familiar adversary, Darth Vader. Have you collected all the Rogue
One: A Star Wars Story Books? Rogue One Book and Model: Make Your Own U-wing Rogue One: Art of Colouring Rogue One: Mission Files Rogue One: Proﬁles and Poster Book

STAR WARS: MYTHS & FABLES
Disney Electronic Content Star Wars: Batu In-World Fairytales Book

JOURNEY TO STAR WARS: THE FORCE AWAKENS: MOVING TARGET
A PRINCESS LEIA ADVENTURE
Disney Electronic Content Princess Leia returns for an all-new adventure in this thrilling upper middle grade novel. Set between Star Wars: The Empire Strikes Back and Star Wars: The Return of the Jedi,
the story follows the warrior princess as she leads a ragtag group of rebels on a dangerous mission against the evil Galactic Empire. Hidden in the story are also hints and clues about the upcoming ﬁlm
Star Wars: The Force Awakens, making this a must-read for fans old and new!

STAR WARS
LABYRINTH OF EVIL
Lucasbooks Obi-Wan Kenobi and Anakin Skywalker embark on a mission to uncover the wearabouts of the evil Sith Lord, Darth Sidious, only to become trapped in a labyrinthine web of lies, betrayal, and
intrigue.
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CRUCIBLE
Lucasbooks When Han and Leia Solo arrive at Lando Calrissian's Outer Rim mining operation to help him fend oﬀ a hostile takeover, they join forces with Luke Skywalker to confront a dangerous adversary
with evil intentions and a vendetta against Han.

DARTH PLAGUEIS
Lucas Books Darth Plagueis, a Sith Lord who knows the Dark Side so well that he has power over life and death, joins forces with his apprentice, one-day emperor Darth Sidious, to try to dominate the
whole galaxy. Movie tie-in.

THE UNIFYING FORCE
Lucasbooks Luke, Mara, and Jacen ﬁght a losing battle against the Yuuzhan Vong and vanish into unknown space, while the resistance prepares for an ultimate showdown.

STAR WARS: TARKIN
Arrow 'Of power, I could tell you much. One must seize the moment, and strike.' Grand Moﬀ Wilhuﬀ Tarkin He's the scion of an honourable and revered family. A dedicated soldier and distinguished
legislator. Loyal proponent of the Republic and trusted ally of the Jedi Order. Groomed by the ruthless politician and Sith Lord who would be Emperor, Governor Wilhuﬀ Tarkin rises through the Imperial
ranks, enforcing his authority ever more mercilessly...and zealously pursuing his destiny as the architect of absolute dominion. Rule through the fear of force rather than force itself, he advises the
Emperor. Under Tarkin's guidance, an ultimate weapon of unparalleled destruction moves ever closer to becoming a terrifying reality. When the so-called Death Star is completed, Tarkin is conﬁdent that
the galaxy's lingering pockets of Separatist rebellion will be brought to heel - by intimidation or annihilation. Until then, insurgency remains a genuine threat. Escalating guerrilla attacks by resistance
forces and new-found evidence of a growing Separatist conspiracy are an immediate danger the Empire must meet with swift and brutal action. And to bring down a band of elusive freedom ﬁghters, the
Emperor turns to his most formidable agents: Darth Vader, the fearsome new Sith enforcer as remorseless as he is mysterious, and Tarkin - whose tactical cunning and cold-blooded eﬃciency will pave the
way for the Empire's supremacy...and its enemies' extinction.

STAR WARS: ROGUE ONE BOOK AND MODEL
MAKE YOUR OWN U-WING
Insight Kids Build your own 3D U-wing model from Rogue One: A Star Wars Story and learn all about the diﬀerent starships from the ﬁlm. Follow the easy step-by-step instructions to build a model of the Uwing from Rogue One: A Star Wars Story and support the Rebellion! Press out the cardboard pieces to create the multipurpose gunship and read the accompanying book ﬁlled with facts about the ships
from the Rogue One ﬁlm. Includes: - Step-by-step instructions - Easy-to-assemble pieces - A guidebook to the characters and starships in Rogue One: A Star Wars Story

JEDI ECLIPSE
Ballantine Books While Princess Leia struggles to evacuate several planets in the wake of an alien onslaught, Luke Skywalker tries to hold the Jedi Knights together. Original.

THRAWN: THE ASCENDENCY TRILOGY #1
Century

STAR WARS PROPAGANDA
A HISTORY OF PERSUASIVE ART IN THE GALAXY
HarperCollins A Star Wars authority deepens and extends our appreciation of the Star Wars galaxy with this imaginative "history" featuring striking full-color artwork—created exclusively for this
entertaining volume—that examines the persuasive messages used to intimidate and inspire the citizenry of the galaxy far, far away. . . . A Star Destroyer hovering over a planet, symbolizing Imperial
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domination. An X-wing delivering a message of resistance and hope on behalf of the Rebellion. A line of armed, faceless First Order stormtroopers promoting unity. These are all examples of propaganda
used by the Empire to advocate strength and maintain fear, and by the Rebel Alliance to inspire hope and win support for the ﬁght. Star Wars Propaganda takes fans into the beloved epic story as never
before, bringing the battle between these two sides to life in a fresh and brilliant way. Star Wars Propaganda includes ﬁfty dazzling pieces of art representing all seven episodes—including material related
to Star Wars: The Force Awakens—specially produced for this companion volume. Each page combines an original image and a short description detailing its "history:" the in-world "artist" who created it
(either willingly or through coercion), where in the Star Wars galaxy it appeared, and why that particular location was targeted. Written by a franchise expert and insider, Star Wars Propaganda is sure to
become a keepsake for every fan and graphic artist as well.

NEW DAWN
Cal-Productions In war, no one is safe. War has come to Thornstone, Tarkin’s Point, and Thoriddon, throwing all three nations into chaos. Led by the demon lord Vagborar, the legions of orcs are bent on
nothing less than the total annihilation of both human and dwarf. With their demonic allies, they just might succeed. But not without a ﬁght. As Serena tries to ﬁnd answers and a path to victory, Orin and
Brom ﬁght with both sword and spell to turn back the tide of darkness. Beside them are a kingdom of dwarves and a city of humans, but even they may not be enough to beat back such a force. If they
hope to survive, they need to come together, but with each nation under siege, uniting as one is easier said than done. When one of them is freed from battle, hope is rekindled, but prejudices rise to the
surface, threatening everything. If any of them hope to survive, past actions and old hatreds must be forgotten. Hard decisions and painful sacriﬁces must be made. And pride and egotism must be set
aside for the greater good. If not, a new age of evil will dawn upon the world.

STAR WARS: LAST SHOT: A HAN AND LANDO NOVEL
Random House Even the fastest ship in the galaxy can’t outrun the past. . . . THEN: It’s one of the galaxy’s most dangerous secrets: a mysterious transmitter with unknown power and a reward for its
discovery that most could only dream of claiming. But those who ﬂy the Millennium Falconthroughout its infamous history aren’t your average scoundrels. Not once, but twice, the crew of the Falcon tries
to claim the elusive prize—ﬁrst, Lando Calrissian and the droid L3-37 at the dawn of an ambitious career, and later, a young and hungry Han Solo with the help of his copilot, Chewbacca. But the device’s
creator, the volatile criminal Fyzen Gor, isn’t interested in sharing. And Gor knows how to hold a grudge. . . . NOW: It’s been ten years since the rebel hero Han Solo last encountered Fyzen Gor. After
mounting a successful rebellion against the Empire and starting a family with an Alderaanian princess, Han hasn’t given much thought to the mad inventor. But when Lando turns up at Han’s doorstep in
the middle of the night, it’s Fyzen’s assassins that he’s running from. And without Han’s help, Lando—and all life on Cloud City—will be annihilated. With the assistance of a young hotshot pilot, an Ewok
slicer prodigy, the woman who might be the love of Lando’s life, and Han’s best and furriest friend, the two most notorious scoundrels in the New Republic are working together once more. They’ll have to
journey across the stars—and into the past—before Gor uses the device’s power to reshape the galaxy.

A NEW DAWN: STAR WARS
Del Rey A long time ago in a galaxy far, far away. . . . “The war is over. The Separatists have been defeated, and the Jedi rebellion has been foiled. We stand on the threshold of a new
beginning.”—Emperor Palpatine For a thousand generations, the Jedi Knights brought peace and order to the Galactic Republic, aided by their connection to the mystical energy ﬁeld known as the Force.
But they were betrayed—and the entire galaxy has paid the price. It is the Age of the Empire. Now Emperor Palpatine, once Chancellor of the Republic and secretly a Sith follower of the dark side of the
Force, has brought his own peace and order to the galaxy. Peace through brutal repression, and order through increasing control of his subjects’ lives. But even as the Emperor tightens his iron grip, others
have begun to question his means and motives. And still others, whose lives were destroyed by Palpatine’s machinations, lay scattered about the galaxy like unexploded bombs, waiting to go oﬀ. . . . The
ﬁrst Star Wars novel created in collaboration with the Lucasﬁlm Story Group, Star Wars: A New Dawn is set during the legendary “Dark Times” between Episodes III and IV and tells the story of how two of
the lead characters from the animated series Star Wars Rebels ﬁrst came to cross paths. Featuring a foreword by Dave Filoni. Praise for A New Dawn “A New Dawn is a ﬁne start to the new Expanded
Universe. [John Jackson] Miller steps conﬁdently into the unexplored territory and owns it; he’s crafted a story with pacing and dialogue that feels like classic Star Wars.”—Nerdist “An entertaining
adventure . . . with a cast of heroes that mixes laughter with intriguing depths of character. . . . John Jackson Miller packs in plenty of action and surprises.”—Roqoo Depot “A conﬁdently told story that
gives fans a lot of reason to be hopeful about what’s to come as we move into this new phase of Star Wars . . . The book certainly got me even more excited for Rebels and to see more of Kanan and
Hera’s adventures. We’re also introduced to other characters I would love to see again at some point, whether on Rebels, in another book or, who knows, in live-action at some point.”—IGN “A New Dawn
delivers a classic Star Wars experience that fans of all ages will be able to enjoy. It is extremely well-written, with an incredibly diverse cast too. Miller’s prose can easily suck readers in, and leave them
speechless when 100 pages have ﬂown by in the blink of an eye.”—Far Far Away Radio “A New Dawn brings us into this new dawn of storytelling with energy, excitement, and characters that have become
instantly ensconced into the Star Wars vernacular, and the results will satisfy Star Wars fans of many diﬀerent palates.”—Coﬀee with Kenobi “A New Dawn is a well-written novel full of intrigue and twists
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and turns that does an excellent job of letting Star Wars fans get to know Kanan and Hera.”—Tosche Station “A New Dawn ﬁnds an era never before written about in the Star Wars universe—the years
prior to the original movie, Episode IV—in robust good health. The narrative takes place on two worlds and a handful of ships in between them, but as with the best of all Star Wars moments, hints at
hidden depths beyond.”—Mashable

THE CLONE WARS: STAR WARS
Random House Worlds Across the galaxy, the Clone Wars are raging. The Separatists, led by Count Dooku, the onetime Jedi and now secret Sith Lord, continue to press forward, and more and more worlds
are either falling, or seceding and joining the cause. Under the leadership of Supreme Chancellor Palpatine, the Republic heroically battles on, championed by its huge army of cloned soldiers and their Jedi
generals. Anakin Skywalker, believed by some to be the prophesied “Chosen One” destined to bring balance to the Force, is now a Jedi Knight under the tutelage of his Jedi Master, Obi-Wan Kenobi. Death
is a constant possibility–and his chances of survival aren’t improved by the unexpected arrival of an apprentice: Ahsoka, a brash, inexperienced fourteen-year-old Padawan apprenticed to Anakin. But
there’s no time for Anakin to question his latest orders: He and Obi-Wan have been assigned a new mission, and failure is not an option. Jabba the Hutt’s precious infant son has been kidnapped, and when
the frantic parent applies to the Jedi for help, it falls to Anakin, Obi-Wan, Ahsoka, and their clone troops to track down the evidence and retrieve the missing Huttlet. And more is at stake: For a grateful
Jabba just might allow the Republic access to the Hutt-controlled space lanes that the Grand Army desperately needs in order to beat the Separatists into submission. But the Republic is not the only power
that craves access to those space lanes. Count Dooku, determined to win the prize for the Separatists, has set a trap for the Jedi. When they ﬁnd the Huttlet, they will also ﬁnd Dooku’s master assassin,
Asajj Ventress, and countless legions of battle droids waiting to spring a trap. The blazing new animated feature ﬁlm Star Wars: The Clone Wars takes place in the years preceding Star Wars: Episode III:
Revenge of the Sith and sets the stage for the groundbreaking TV series. Both contain all original material–direct from the brilliant imagination of legendary Star Wars creator George Lucas. And these
exciting new adventures and characters are being brought to life in book form by none other than #1 New York Times bestselling Star Wars author Karen Traviss. Features a bonus section following the
novel that includes a primer on the Star Wars expanded universe, and over half a dozen excerpts from some of the most popular Star Wars books of the last thirty years!

MOST WANTED
Chirpy Bird Set before the events of Solo: A Star Wars Story! Han and Qi'ra don't have a lot in common other than not having a lot. They're street kids on the industrial planet Corellia, doing whatever it
takes to get by, dreaming of something more. They each jump at a chance to prove themselves in the perilous world of Corellia's criminal underbelly, only to discover they are on the same mission for the
same unscrupulous boss. When the job goes disastrously wrong, Han and Qi'ra are on the run--from pirates, a droid crime syndicate, the Empire, and their boss--and will have to learn to trust each other if
they are going to survive.

7TH SIGMA
St. Martin's Press Decades after the Southwest is invaded by self-replicating, solar-powered, metal-consuming insects, Kimble Monroe, who lives in a territory transformed to be metal-free, discovers
unique abilities that are enabling his survival and may save the world.

SUICIDE SQUAD: THE OFFICIAL MOVIE NOVELIZATION
Titan Books (US, CA) Assemble a team of the world’s most dangerous imprisoned super criminals, provide them the most powerful arsenal at the government’s disposal, and send them to defeat an
enigmatic, unstoppable enemy. U.S. intelligence oﬃcer Amanda Waller has gathered a group of disparate, despicable individuals with next to nothing to lose. Once they ﬁgure out they were chosen to fail,
will the Suicide Squad resolve to die beating the odds, or decide it’s every man for himself?
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